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The CTET Exam (Central Teachers Eligibility Test) is conducted by CBSE to appoint school 

teachers in the government schools in India. Jagran Josh provides you with 4 Mock CTET tests 

of Paper I with answers. Take these free CTET mock tests now.

Paper-I (Class I to V)

CTET Paper 1 is for teachers preparing to teach classes 1 to 5. The important subjects for CTET 

preparation tests and practice papers are Child Development and Pedagogy, Mathematics, 

Language and Environmental studies. Go step by step and keep revising and learning from 

mistakes you make in each section. Attempting each section is of primary importance.

Copyright ©Jagranjosh.com

All rights reserved. No part or the whole of this eBook may be copied, reproduced, stored in retrieval system or 
transmitted and/or cited anywhere in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise), without the written permission of the copyright owner. If any misconduct comes in knowledge or brought 
in notice, strict action will be taken.

Disclaimer

Readers are requested to verify/cross-check up to their satisfaction themselves about the advertisements, advertorials, 
and external contents. If any miss-happening, ill result, mass depletion or any similar incident occurs due to any 
information cited or referenced in this e-book, Editor, Director/s, employees of Jagranjosh.com can’t be held liable/
responsible in any matter whatsoever. No responsibilities lie as well in case of the advertisements, advertorials, and 
external contents. 

PREFACE
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Child Development and Pedagogy

Q1.  When a school is giving preference to girl students while preparing for a State 
level solo-dance competition, it reflects

1. Current global culture

2. Practical approach

3. Broad thinking

4. Gender bias

Q2.  If a teacher uses a variety of tasks to cater to the various learning styles of her 
students, then she is supposed to be influenced by

1. Kohlberg’s character development theory

2. Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory

3. Vygotsky’s social theory

4. Piaget’s cognitive theory

Q3.  Lets consider that a child has been admitted to your school who belongs to a 
back ward family from the cultural viewpoint. What will you do?

1. You will keep him in a normal class but will make special arrangements for 
teaching him, keeping in mind his special needs 

2. You will keep him in a class in which, there are many more students of backward 
family
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3. You will enquire more about his cultural background

4. You will suggest him to take up vocational education

Q4.  Why is the individual attention important in the teaching - learning process?

1. Because learners always learns better from superiors

2. Because it is suggested by teachers

3. Because it gives opportunities to teachers to guide every learner

4. Because children mature at different rates and learn differently

Q5.  When a child fails, then this means that

1. The whole system has failed

2. The child has not memorised the answers 

3. The child is not attentive 

4. The child is lazy

Q6.  A teacher uses a text and shows some pictures of fruits and vegetables and 
discusses with her students. The students correlate the details with their pre-
existing knowledge and learn the concept of nutrition. This approach is based 
on which of the following?

1. Classical learning 

2. Theory of reinforcement

3. Construction of knowledge

4. Practical approach
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Q7.  When a teacher, after preparing a question paper, checks whether the questions 
test specific testing objectives, then actually the teacher is concerned primarily 
about the question paper’s

1. Typographical errors

2. Content coverage

3. Reliability and validity

4. Accuracy

Q8.  What do errors of learners usually indicate?

1. The learning process

2. The lack of learning capability

3. Socio-economic status

4. The requirement for mechanical drill

Q9.  What does this sign reflects when a child gets bored while doing a task?

1. The child is not sensible

2. The task may have become repetitive

3. The child does not want to learn

4. The child needs to be strictly controlled

Q10. According to Piaget’s stages of Cognitive Development, the sensori-motor 
stage is related to

1. Imitation, memory and mental representation

2. Problem solving attitude
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3. Decision-making strength

4. Mnemonics

Q11.  Lets consider a teacher who never gives answers to questions herself, but 
motivates her students to come up with answers and have group discussions. 
On which principle this approach is based?

1. Planned designing of instructional material

2. Transgression 

3. Active Participation

4. Inquisitiveness to learn

Q12.  Lev Vygotsky theory laid stress on the significance of the role played by which 
of the following factors in the learning of children?

1. Genetical

2. Behavioral

3. Psychological

4. Social

Q13.  Kolb plots learners’ strengths and affinities on a grid with four components. 
Which of the following is not correct about this?A. Experiencing B. Reflecting 
C. Thinking D. Doing”

1. A & C

2. B & C

3. Only D

4. All are correct
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Q14. How can the emphasis from teaching to learning be shifted?

1. By adopting role learning

2. By adopting front learner learning

3. By adopting child-focused pedagogy

4. By focusing on examination results

Q15. What do critical pedagogy believes?

1. The learners should not depend on schools 

2. The experiences and perceptions of learners are  very important

3. The learners should depend more on examination pattern

4. Syllabus should be based on some experiments

Q16. School-based assessment is mainly based on which of the following principle?

1. The teachers know their learners’ capabilities far better than external examiners

2. The teachers should give good marks to their students

3. The teachers can control their students

4. The teachers should be leveraging their students

Q17. Select amongst the following the principle of development.

1. Development is invariably linear

2. Development is a discontinuous process

3. Development processes are not inter-related

4. It does not proceed at the similar pace for all
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Q18.  What do we mean by socialization in the context of education?

1. Adapting to social environment

2. Respecting the senior citizens in society

3. Following the social rules

4. Talking to all persons of all ages

Q19. The first step in the scientific method of problem-solving is:

1. Pre-hypothesis

2. Information gathering 

3. Hypothesis verification

4. Problem awareness

Q20. Select amongst the following the domain of learning.

1. Religious

2. Affective

3. Spiritual

4. Experiential

Q21. Name the person who said this, “Child should be treated as child.”

1. Piaget

2. Pearson

3. Wechsler 

4. Winkler
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Q22. The teacher uses brain storming method to develop:

1. Creativity

2. Socialisation

3. Behaviour

4. Intelligence

Q23.  Which of the following is not a sign that a child is gifted?

1. Interest in books 

2. Lack of comfort with peers

3. Early development of the value for time

4. Easy grasping of facts

Q24. Physical growth is rapid in which stage?

1. Infancy

2. Early childhood

3. Teenage

4. Adolescence

Q25. As per Kohlberg, a teacher can inculcate moral values in children by

1. Focusing on religious preachings

2. Involving them in group discussions on moral values and issues

3. Providing clear rules of behaviour

4. Telling about pre-historic events
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Q26. Which of the following is a characteristic of progressive education?

1. Frequent and regular tests and examinations

2. Stressing on scoring good marks in test

3. Focusing on text books usage

4. Focusing on examination pattern

Q27. What is the basic difference between Growth and Development?

1. Growth is quantitative change while development is qualitative.

2. Growth is quantitative change while development is qualitative.

3. Growth is qualitative change while development is quantitative.

4. Both a & b

Q28. According to which principle child gains control of head first and then the 
arms and legs?

1. Proximodistal Principle

2. Genetic Principle

3. Cephalocaudal Principle

4. Hereditary Principle

Q29. Who gave the theory that once a child attains an age of 12 yrs he can solve 
most of the problems in his ‘Head’?

1. Jean Piaget

2. John Locke

3. Hill Gard

4. Rousseau
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